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Cells of matter and life – towards understanding the internal structure and spatial patchiness of particles and plankton
distribution in the Arctic fjords
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Abstract. Nothing is homogenous, neither the oceans, nor the distribution pattern of particles and plankton, both in
the water column and within their patches. Here we analyse and map the spatio-temporal distribution patterns and the internal
structure of 94 patches of various size fractions of particles and plankton studied in two Arctic fjords over six summer seasons.
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Observed patches generally occupied only the minor part of the studied upper water column (on average 12%), and frequently
occurred as multi-fraction forms. They varied among years and regions in terms of their position in a water column, size,
shape, and structure. Consequently, we propose completely novel insight into their internal structure, by classifying them
according to their shapes and the location of their cores. We distinguished seven types of patches: Belt, Triangle, Diamond,
Flare, Fingers, Flag, and Rosette. The observed increasing role of the smallest size fractions (steepening size spectra slopes)
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over years implies that Atlantic water advection played the crucial role on compositional dynamics on temporal scale. The
recurring feature of the elevated concentrations of particles and plankton near glacier fronts suggest that it, together with local
biological production, is the strongest mechanism generating patchiness on the local scale. Even though we significantly
extended our comprehension of the phenomenon of patchiness, it still remains an ambiguous matter, when, why, and if the
mechanistic or ecological forcing prevails in shaping the patterns of particles and plankton distribution. Regardless of the
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mechanism, our results show that particles and plankton are not purely dye-like passive objects and that the type of their
structuring in a water column may have only short term and local validity.

1 Introduction
Distribution of particles and plankton in the oceans is highly patchy. Those ‘clouds of matter’ are fundamental ‘cells’
for trophic interactions and organic carbon cycling (Benoit-Bird et al., 2011; Brentnall et al., 2003; Godø et al., 2012;
25

Priyadarshi et al., 2019). The identification of the phenomenon of patchiness (distribution of concentration hotspots) is not
new to ecological plankton studies (Levin and Segel, 1976; Mackas et al., 1985; Wiebe et al., 1968), but in fact it is still hardly
recognized and documented. The possibility to document and observe the patchiness has opened just recently, thanks to the
high resolution automatic instruments such as underwater cameras, laser counters and acoustic methods (Davis et al., 2005;
Geoffroy et al., 2017; Möller et al., 2012; Trudnowska et al., 2012, 2016). However, in most cases the patches of only one type
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or fraction of particles or plankton could be designated, mostly due to the methodological constraints, as every single method
is limited to specific type/size of objects (Martin, 2003; Woodson et al., 2007). The simultaneous application of the
1
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combination of various instruments, dedicated to different size fractions of particles and plankton, opens up the possibility of
traceability of the full composition of those ‘cells of matter and life’ (Forest et al., 2012; Lombard et al., 2019; Stemmann et
al., 2008; Szeligowska et al., 2020; Trudnowska et al., 2018). Moreover, such an approach gives an unique possibility to check,
35

if those patches are multi-fractioned or rather composed of monospecific size fractions. The existence of mono- vs. multifraction patches are extremely interesting to explore further, whether those are randomly or physically gathered objects, or the
biologically rich hotspots that accumulated together in an active way.
A co-distribution of plankton and particles in marine realm is a derivative of many physical and biological processes
that all occur at different spatio-temporal scales (Mahadevan, 2016; Pinel-Alloul, 1995; Trudnowska et al., 2020a). As the
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environmental conditions are typically not homogenous, especially in coastal regions, they must provide a mosaic of distinct
habitats that can be occupied by a characteristic set of particle types and plankton species. The attempts to study patchiness
patterns of particles and plankton patchiness together with underlying physical and biophysical fields suggested that the
observed heterogeneity at different spatial and temporal scales can be interpreted as the interactions between ocean turbulence
and predator-prey encounter rates (Lovejoy et al., 2001; Schmitt and Seuront, 2008; Seuront et al., 2001), or can be strictly
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related to such physical features as ocean fronts and eddies (Durham and Stocker, 2012; Greer et al., 2016; Trudnowska et al.,
2016), vertical thermal stratification (Greer et al., 2013; McManus et al., 2005; Steinbuck et al., 2009), river input (Ehn et al.,
2019; Matsuoka et al., 2012), or the contact with sea ice (Trudnowska et al., 2018). Despite those numerous studies neither the
mechanisms favouring generation of patches, nor the processes underlying plankton distribution within patches, are yet not
clearly recognized (Menden-Deuer, 2012).
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Although patches of particles and plankton are very common in marine systems, we know very little about their size,
composition and internal structure (Currie et al., 1998). To date, empirical measurements of particles and plankton patch
structures are still not carried out, as they require in-depth exploration with various dedicated techniques and sophisticated
approaches. All the more, the combination between the internal structure of the patches together with the framework for the
dominating forcing for marine particles and plankton to become accumulated and/or to actively accumulate are still the great
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unknown. Those processes are especially complicated and dynamic in the Arctic fjord systems, where the advected warm,
saline and biologically rich Atlantic waters collide with the outflow of cold, fresh and turbid waters from the melting glaciers
(Halbach et al., 2019; Trudnowska et al., 2014, 2020a). Such strong hydrographical gradients set a perfect scene for both
horizontal and vertical partioning of water by both plankton and particles. It results in high spatial variability in distribution
patterns of particles and plankton and thus in spatial gradients in primary and secondary production (Piwosz et al., 2009;
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Trudnowska et al., 2014). The inter-annual variability of the intensity of water advection is also an important driving force, as
it can even surpass the effect of local processes (Szeligowska et al., 2020). Indeed, the progressing “Atlantification” of west
Spitsbergen fjords is highly modifying the community compositions of protists (Kubiszyn et al., 2014; Smoła et al., 2017) and
zooplankton (Gluchowska et al., 2016; Trudnowska et al., 2020b), influencing finally the overall food web interactions in the
fjords (Csapó et al., 2021; Vihtakari et al., 2018; Węsławski et al., 2017).
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In this study we answer the call for the insight studies at the interactions between ocean physics and ecology in
structuring marine ecosystems (Lévy et al., 2018). We follow the patterns of patchiness of a wide spectrum of particles and
plankton over several summer seasons in two Arctic fjords in order to ask a few crucial questions: 1) Does the distribution of
particles and plankton patches differ over time and space? 2) How many percent of the water column is occupied by the patches
of particles and plankton? 3) Are patches of various size fractions of particles and plankton co-occurring, and if yes - why?
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(mechanistic vs. ecological hypothesis) 4) Does the internal structure of particles and plankton patches differ?
2 Methods
2.1 Study area
To study thoroughly a patchiness of particles and plankton, we used 11 transects investigated in two fjords of the
western Spitsbergen, Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden (Fig. 1). Surveys were performed yearly during summer (late July – early
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August). In Kongsfjorden, transects either started from the very outer parts from the West Spitsbergen Current domain (2014,
2017, 2019) or from more coastal parts of the shelf (2015, 2016, 2018)(Fig. 1), and spanned towards the innermost glacial bay.
The sampling in Isfjorden was much more consistent over years as exactly the same lengths of the transects over 2015 – 2019
summer seasons were investigated. However, they were restricted to the fjord’s interior. Data from Kongsfjorden has not been
published before, whereas the background measurements from the Isfjorden transect were recently published (Szeligowska et
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al., 2020). Both fjords are characterized by the advection of Atlantic origin water in the outer parts and by the freshwater runoff
of several glaciers and glacier-fed rivers in the inner parts. They both are treated as natural laboratories for international
monitoring of Spitsbergen marine environment (Wiencke and Hop, 2016).

Figure 1: Map of the studied area: Kongsfjord and Isfjord
(Svalbard). The ranges of transects in particular years are marked with colours.
3
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2.2 Sampling
The high resolution measurements of wide size range of particles and plankton distribution were performed in an
undulating mode between the surface and 50 m depth. The towed sampling platform was equipped with two laser-based optical
counters: Laser In Situ Scattering and Transmissometry instrument (LISST-100X, type B, Sequoia Scientific, Inc., WA, United
States) and a Laser Optical Plankton Counter (LOPC, Brooke Ocean Technology Dartmouth, Canada) and supplemented by a
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conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD, SBE 911plus, Seabird Electronics Inc., United States) and a fluorometer (Seapoint
Sensors Inc., United States) sensors. The concentrations of wide size range of particles and plankton (between 1 µm to 10 mm)
were then summed over size-resolved fractions: Pico (1-3 µm), Nano (3-20 µm), Micro (20 – 200 µm), Small (200 – 500 µm),
Medium (500 – 1 000 µm) and Large (1 000 – 10 000 µm).
2.3 Calculations and visualizations
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Data were gridded over 1-m depth intervals and over 0.05 longitude for patches assignment and over 0.2 longitude
for size spectra calculations. Size spectra were analysed as the regression fitted to the concentrations normalised to the widths
of the size classes in the log-log space. Data points assigned as ‘patches’ were the ones that had higher concentrations than
background (mean abundance + sd). The background was calculated separately for each transect. Therefore, the patch threshold
is fjord- and year-specific. Individual patches were designated by the 2D kernel density estimation (‘stat_density_2d’ function
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in R) applied to data points assigned as ‘patches’. Then, the individual patches were selected from each other by the hierarchical
clustering (‘res.hc’ function of "factoextra" package in R) of their x-y coordinates to group together only data points that lay
close by and to eliminate the singular outlier observations.
Indices of the spatial heterogeneity (Lloyd's crowding index, Lloyd's patchiness index) were calculated according to
the previously published formulas (Pinel-Alloul, 1995). These indices are related to the variance (s2 ) and the mean (m) of
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particles and plankton concentrations, and are based on the assumptions of the Poisson random distribution model, which
corresponds to spatial homogeneity and variance to mean ratios.
Because quite different environmental conditions and spatial coverage of sampling concerned both studied areas, we
decided to analyse the statistical trends separately for individual fjords. We analysed the cross correlations between patch
characteristics (depth range, horizontal length, area, size spectrum), environmental settings (temperature, salinity, chlorophyll),
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spatial heterogeneity indices (logarithms of variance/mean ratio, Lloyd’s crowding and patchiness indices), and concentrations
of particular size fractions of particles and plankton (log10()). In the dbRDA model we divided the explanatory variables into
three groups: i) spatial (depth and horizontal part), ii) environmental (temperature, salinity, chlorophyll), and iii) size (vertical
extension and area). We also tested over which ranges of those explanatory variables specific types of patches emerged by a
density function of their occurrence.

4
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Map of the study area was prepared with the PlotSvalbard package in R, created by Vihtakari (2019). Section plots
of the distribution patterns were prepared in the Ocean Data view software, with the application of Diva interpolation
(Schlitzer, R.; 2018. Ocean Data View, https://odv.awi.de). The other plots were made in R via the “ggplot” package.
3 Results
3.1 Distribution patterns
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In Kongsfjorden, the cores of the warmest water (8°C) were localized far offshore and were distributed vertically
even up to 40 and 50 m depth in 2014 and 2017, respectively (Fig. 2). Such a high seawater temperature was observed in the
upper 20 m layer over most of the transect in 2019. and inside the fjord in 2015 and 2016 (Suppl. Fig. 1). A strong signal of
cold (< 5°C) glacial meltwaters was observed in the surface 10-m layer of the innermost parts of the fjord each year except for
2019. However, in none of the studied seasons the pattern of hydrographical structure had any obvious reflection on the
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distribution patterns of particles and plankton (Fig. 2 & Suppl. Fig. 1). The peaks of chlorophyll fluorescence were associated
with concentration hotspots of the Nano, Micro and Small size fractions in 2014 and 2017, and only with the Nano fraction in
2016 and 2019. The Pico fraction was mostly concentrated near surface (upper 5 m) and over wider depth range only close to
the glacier front. In the majority of cases very high concentrations of all particle and plankton size fractions were observed at
the end of the transect, which was located in the glacial bay (Fig. 2 & Suppl. Fig. 1). The Medium and Large size fractions
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were mostly decoupled in space with both chlorophyll fluorescence and other, smaller size fractions, apart from the glacial
front parts. A distribution pattern was quite similar between Medium and Large size fractions in most investigated seasons,
but totally different in 2015 and 2019, when Medium fraction was mainly concentrated in the lower, innermost part of the
investigated transect, while Large fraction was scattered in form of small but numerous patches in a fjord and its entrance.
Interestingly, in 2015 the Large size fraction was the only one which distribution reflected clearly the distribution of
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chlorophyll fluorescence.
In Isfjorden, the highest seawater temperatures were recorded in the upper 20 m layer, while the lowest were observed
below 40 m at the end of the transect, near the glacier front (Fig. 2 in Szeligowska et al. 2020). Along this transect a shallow
submesoscale eddy (approximately a few kilometres of diameter) was observed in 2016, 2017 and 2018. It was associated with
a discontinuity of the chlorophyll fluorescence concentration peaks. In general, the fluorescence of chlorophyll was restricted
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to the upper 20 m layer. Similarly as in Kongsfjorden, the hydrographical structuring and distribution pattern of chlorophyll
fluorescence peaks had no obvious reflection on the distribution patterns of particles and plankton (Fig. 3 in Szeligowska et
al. 2020). The high spatial compatibility was observed between Nano, Micro and Small size fractions in 2017 and 2018. The
concentrations of all size fractions were much higher in 2018 than in other studied years.

5
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Figure 2: The section plots of the three exemplary years sampled in Kongsfjorden, presenting high resolution
distribution of temperature, chlorophyll fluorescence and abundance of particles and plankton divided into six size
fractions: Pico-, Nano-, Micro-, Small, Medium and Large.
6
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3.2 Size spectra over time and space
In most cases a good compatibility between size spectra of LISST and LOPC measurements was observed (Suppl.
150

Fig. 2). The small divergence between the concentrations obtained by the two methods within the corresponding size fractions
was observed in 2018 in both Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden by the higher values provided by LISST.
In Kongsfjorden, the size spectra slopes differed significantly among years (2-way ANOVA, F = 27.8, p < 0.001) and
sub-regions (F = 5.0, p = 0.001). Also the interaction between the factor of Year and Region was statistically significant (F=2.7,
p=0.004). In general, flatter size spectra slopes were recorded during the first three years of the study and the spectra tended
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to get steeper over time towards the last studied years (Fig. 3a). Especially flat size spectra slopes were recorded furthermost
offshore in 2014 and in the fjord’s entrance in 2014 and 2015. The steepest particles and plankton size spectra were recorded
inside the fjord in 2018 and 2019.
In Isfjorden, the size spectra slopes differed significantly among years (2-way ANOVA, F = 64.67, p < 0.001), only
slightly among sub-regions (F = 5.46, p = 0.002), but the interaction between the factor of Year and Region was not statistically
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significant (F=2.1, p=0.037). Flatter size spectra slopes were recorded in 2015 and 2017. The trend of spectra getting steeper
over time was observed over 2015-2016-2018 and 2017-2019 (Fig. 3b). The steepest particles and plankton size spectra were
recorded in 2018.
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Figure 3: The box plots of size spectra slopes over inter-annual and spatial (over longitudinal steps) variability in A:
Kongsfjorden and B: Isfjorden.
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3.3 Patch characteristics
The data points assigned as patches represented the minority of the studied space (the overall mean 12%)(Table 1).
In Kongsfjorden, patches occupied slightly smaller fraction of data points, ranging from 1 to 22 % (12% mean), while in
Isfjorden patches occupied from 5 to 25% (13% mean) of data points. Because of the extremely high concentrations of particles
170

and plankton near glacier front in Kongsfjorden in 2015 and 2018, only very few data points of the three smallest size fractions
were assigned there as ‘patches’ (Table 1).

Isfjord

Kongsfjord

Table 1. Percentage of the data points representing patches of particular size fractions in subsequent summer seasons.

Size fraction

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Pico

15

1

12

6

2

6

Nano

16

2

7

18

4

13

Micro

15

2

10

11

5

7

S

12

18

13

21

22

9

M

20

8

8

19

17

5

L

10

12

8

15

14

9

Pico

12

13

16

5

8

Nano

13

17

21

14

25

Micro

8

10

13

18

5

S

11

10

17

21

9

M

7

8

11

15

10

L

11

9

14

14

13

On average, the concentrations within patches exceeded the background (mean + sd) by a factor of 1.6 (Suppl. Table).
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This was slightly greater for the three smallest size fractions (1.8 in Kongsfjorden and 1.5 in Isfjorden) than for the larger size
fractions (1.5 in Kongsfjorden and 1.4 in Isfjorden).
Each year, the highest concentrations of most of the size fractions were observed in recurring patches in the innermost
part of the fjord (Fig. 4a). In most cases the patches of the Pico, Micro and Small size fractions occupied the whole investigated
depth range at the end of the transect. The Pico fraction patches were mostly confined to the upper 10-m depth layer, but their
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location was not repetitive over studied years (Fig. 4a). The huge Nano fraction patch was extended over the whole transect in
2017, with deeper location offshore and shallower inside the fjord. The patches of the Micro and Small size fractions were
located either offshore or inside the fjord, but none at the entrance to the fjord (10-11°E). The Large size fraction had the
8
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highest number of patches and demonstrated the most variable distribution pattern among all studied fractions in Kongsfjorden
(Fig. 4a). The similar, offshore location of Micro, Small and Medium size fractions was observed in 2014 and 2017, and of
185

Nano and Large size fractions between 2014 and 2019, which resulted in the multi-fraction patches occurring offshore in 2014
and 2017 and in most of the studied seasons at the end of the transect (Suppl. Fig. 3a).

Figure 4: Distribution of patches of particular size fractions (separate panels) in particular years (colours), using
function stat_density_2d. A: Kongsfjorden, B: Isfjorden
9
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In Isfjorden, Pico patches were mostly confined to the upper 10 m layer and extended over the whole investigated
transect, while Nano patches were mostly concentrated in the upper 20 m layer (Fig. 4b). In some years patches of the Micro,
Small and Medium size fractions were located also in deeper parts of the investigated water column (e.g. Nano, Micro and
Small fraction in 2014; Small, Medium and Large fractions in 2018). Interestingly, the effect of the glacier influence at the
end of the transect was reflected mostly by the distribution pattern of just the Small size fraction, and only in 2018 also by
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peaks of the Nano and Micro size fractions (Fig. 4b). The patches consisting of two and three size fractions were most common
in Isfjorden in 2017 and 2018 and were spreading over substantial part of the studied water column, while multi-fraction ones
occurred sporadically in the very upper water layers (Suppl. Fig. 3b).
Overall, we distinguished 94 patches, and when analysing them we realized that they differ significantly in their
shapes and structure, depending on the fact, where their core was located. In consequence, we distinguished 7 functional types
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of patches : Belt, Triangle, Diamond, Flare, Fingers, Flag, and Rosette (Fig. 5). Each analysed patch was ascribed to specific
type and the location of its core (the highest kernel density situated either in the central part, on the border, or in the corner).
The most common shapes of the designated patches were the Flare (19%) and Triangle (18%) types (Suppl. Table). Belt and
Diamond (15% of patches each) were the second dominant types. Belt and Flag (12% of patches) were mostly observed in the
innermost parts of both transects. Many patches (34%) had their cores in the central parts (especially Diamond and Rosette
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(11 % of all patches) types). In other cases they had their cores near surface (23% with upper corner and 15% with upper
border), occasionally also at the bottom of the patch (9 cases), or did not have any obvious centre of aggregation (15
cases)(Suppl. Table).

Figure 5: Types of patches basing on their shape, structure and the location of the Kernel density.
210
We distinguished 8 patches of the Pico fraction in Kongsfjorden (mostly near glacier) and 5 patches of this fraction
in Isfjorden (mostly extending through the surface of the whole transects) (Supplementary Table). They were generally small
(on average 0.3, min. 0.1, max 0.7 km2), mostly in a shape of a Triangle or Flare, and characterized by very steep size spectra
slopes of the LISST measurements (on average -8.9), but of rather flat slopes of LOPC measurements (on average -7.4). The
215

Pico fraction patches were associated with low values of chlorophyll fluorescence, especially in Kongsfjorden (on average
0.19).
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There were 8 patches of the Nano fraction distinguished in Kongsfjorden and 6 in Isfjorden. They were situated in
the innermost as well as in the central parts of the transects. Patches of the Nano fraction occasionally extended over large
areas (up to 2.8 km2, 0.7 km2 on average) and occurred in a high diversity of shapes (the mixture of Triangles, Flares, Diamonds
220

and Rosettes) (Supplementary Table). Similarly as patches of the Pico fraction, they were characterized by steep size spectra
slopes of the LISST measurements (on average -8.7), but of rather flat slopes of LOPC measurements (on average -7.5). The
Nano fraction patches were associated with elevated values of chlorophyll fluorescence, especially in Kongsfjorden (on
average 0.67).
There were 6 patches of Micro fraction designated in Kongsfjorden (among which 4 in the innermost part) and 9 in
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Isfjorden (mostly in the central parts of the transect) (Supplementary Table). Only 3 of them were larger (0.8, 1.0, 1.4 km2)
than the overall mean (0.5 km2). The most frequent Micro patches were in the shape of Belt and Diamond. In Kongsfjorden
they were mostly characterized by flat size spectra slopes (-8.0), while in Isfjorden by steep ones (-8.9). Only two of the Micro
fraction patches were characterized by the high chlorophyll fluorescence (approx. 1), while most of them were associated with
low chlorophyll (on average 0.25).
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Among 17 distinguished patches of the Small size fraction, 8 were found in Kongsfjorden (mostly located in the inner
glacial bay). They were of rather medium size (on average 0.6 km2) and in a shape of the Flag (Supplementary Table). The
size spectra slopes of the particles and plankton found within the patches of the Small size fraction were flatter in Kongsfjorden
(-8.1) and steeper in Isfjorden (-8.6) than the overall mean. Similarly as for the Micro fraction, only two patches of Small size
fraction were characterized by the high chlorophyll fluorescence (approx. 1), while most of them were associated with low
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chlorophyll (on average 0.20).
Overall, 17 patches of the Medium size fraction were distinguished, among which 8 were found in Kongsfjorden,
where they were characterized by extremely steep size spectra slopes in 2014 and 2015 (-10.2) and of moderate slopes in the
other years (on average -8.2) (Supplementary Table). They either covered large areas (>1.5 km2), or were really small (on
average 0.2 km2), and represented mostly shapes of Fingers, Diamonds or Flares. In Kongsfjorden, the patches of the Medium
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size fraction were typically associated with waters of the elevated salinity.
We distinguished 18 patches of the Large size fraction, half of which was larger than the overall mean. The most
frequent shape of the Large size fraction was Flare (Supplementary Table). They had various localizations of the occurrence.
They were characterized by the relatively flat size spectra slopes in Kongsfjorden, (-7.51 on average), and steeper ones in
Isfjorden (-8.48 on average), resulting in rather large mean size of the particles (2.4 µm), especially detected by the LOPC
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(240 µm). In Kongsfjorden they were associated with rather high salinity waters (34.14), while in Isfjorden with fresh waters
(31.84). In both fjords they occurred in waters of the elevated chlorophyll fluorescence (0.5).
The highest ratio between the variance and mean concentrations and thus the highest values of indices of spatial
heterogeneity were observed in the patches of the Pico size fraction and the values of all the indices clearly decreased with
size (Fig. 6). The largest difference was observed between the Nano and Micro size fractions, whereas only subtle decreasing
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trend was observed for the larger size fractions.
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Figure 6: Mean indices of spatial heterogeneity applied to patches of specific size fractions of particles and plankton.
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3.4 What correlates with patches?
255

Some types of the patches frequently occurred in the very narrow temperature ranges, e.g., numerous Belt patches of the Pico
fraction were observed in relatively cold (4°C) water while many Flag patches of the Nano fraction were occurring in relatively
warm (6°C) water (Fig. 7a). A domination of the Belt patches within water temperatures of 4-6 °C was also observed in the
case of the Small and Large size fractions. Triangle patches were more common in warm waters, especially in the case of the
Micro and Large size fractions. Diamond patches of the Small, Medium and Large size fractions were mostly confined to the
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higher salinity (34) waters (Fig. 7b). The other salinity-specific types of the patches were: Belt type in the case of the Pico
fraction (two peaks between 32 and 24), Rosette type of the Nano fraction (observed only in the salinity of 35), and Flare type
of the Micro fraction patches (frequently present in waters with salinity slightly higher than 33). Similarly as in the case of the
temperature, the Belt type of the Pico fraction and the Flag type of the Nano fraction patches were restricted to the very narrow:
low (0.15) and relatively high (0.35) chlorophyll ranges (Fig. 7c). The other patch types specific to low-chlorophyll levels
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were: Belt (Micro and Medium size fractions), Flare (Micro fraction), Diamond (Small and Medium size fractions), and Flag
(Small fraction). Contrary, the Triangle and Diamond types of the Large size fraction patches occurred mostly in water with
elevated chlorophyll.
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Figure 7: The frequency of occurrence of various size fractions and types of patches over environmental settings of
water: a) temperature, b) salinity, and c) chlorophyll.
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In Kongsfjorden, water temperature and chlorophyll correlated negatively with concentrations of all size fractions
except the Large one (Fig. 8). Low salinity was favourable only for the Pico, Nano and Micro size fractions. Higher water
275

temperature, salinity and chlorophyll enhanced the formation of the larger patches (significant positive correlations with their
size), but with lower indices of spatial variability (Fig. 8). In Isfjorden, a different pattern of significant correlations between
patch parameters was observed, with almost no correlations found with spatial heterogeneity indices and only few significant
relations with environmental settings (e.g., Micro, Small and Medium size fractions correlated negatively with water
temperature and chlorophyll, whereas the Pico and Large size fractions correlated negatively with salinity and positively with
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chlorophyll (Fig. 8)).

Figure 8: Correlations between patch characteristics (depth range, horizontal length, area, size spectrum),
environmental settings (temperature, salinity, chlorophyll) and spatial heterogeneity indices (logarithms of
variance/mean ratio, Lloyd’s crowding and patchiness indices), and concentrations of particular size fractions of
particles and plankton (log10()) in two investigated fjords (Kongsfjorden and Isfjorden). Non-significant (p > 0.005)
correlations are marked with X.
In both regions approximately half of the variation in size-resolved particle and plankton concentrations was explained
by the studied patch characteristics (51% in Kongsfjorden and 45% in Isfjorden)(Fig. 9). In Kongsfjorden, the most important
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factor in the model of all the explanatory variables considered together, was location of the patch (34% of variation), whereas
in Isfjorden the environmental variables explained the highest amount of the observed variation (21%). However, when running
the separate models for the individual sets of the parameters, it turned out that in Kongsfjorden the environmental variables
explained almost the same percent of the observed variation (29%) as spatial constraints (33%)(Fig. 9). The fact that the
location of the patch (if in the glacial bay, main fjord or offshore waters) was more significant in Kongsfjorden than in Isfjorden

295

is not surprising as different spatial scales and environmental ranges were studied in both fjords.
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Figure 9: A schematic presentation of the RDA results. The bars indicate to the percentages explained by studied patch
characteristics, when all explanatory variables were considered together, whereas the size of the circles indicates their
roles in the independent analyses of the spatial patch locations (vertical and horizontal coordinates of patch presence),
environmental settings (temperature, salinity, chlorophyll), and size of the patch (vertical range and area).

4 Discussion
4.1 Multiple agents are shaping the patterns of patchiness
The patchy distribution of particles and plankton is a derivative of a complex set of multi-stage and multi-dimensional
305

processes. First, to build a patch, the plankton organism and/or a particle has somehow get to the place, or to be produced
there. Then, it has to sustain at a certain depth layer (if it is a motile plankton it may migrate to the favourable layer, if it is a
particle its buoyancy decides), where it interacts with other organisms/particles (e.g. it can be eaten or it has to feed itself). It
may also become aggregated (e.g. by the mucous produced by phytoplankton) as disaggregated (e.g., by wave action or sloppy
feeding). Meantime, some independent processes, as e.g. wind/tidal mixing or any other unpredictable trajectories of water
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circulation, may relocate it, either individually, or with the entire lens of objects. At each step of its residence in a given parcel
of the water several agents, representing the physical and biological forces, are acting simultaneously (Martin, 2003; PinelAlloul, 1995) and the interactions among them often result in an overlaid effect (Borcard et al., 1992; Borcard and Legendre,
2002; Levin and Segel, 1976), seriously complicating our understanding of their distribution patters. Even though we extended
our comprehension of patchiness phenomenon by analysing thoroughly 94 patches of various size fractions of particles and
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plankton that existed in comparable environmental conditions (two Arctic fjords) over several years of the study, it still remains
an ambiguous matter when, why, and which of the mechanisms (mechanistic vs. ecological) prevails in shaping the patterns
of particles and plankton distribution. Since no explicit conclusions could be made, this study rather opens up new gates for
further research providing some initial in-depth observations than provides the final solution to the puzzle.
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4.2 The interplay between local and oceanic processes
320

Traditionally, the variance related to the distribution patterns of patches was partitioned into effects of local
environmental gradients, spatial structure and undetermined variance (Pinel-Alloul, 1995). To make matters more complicated,
the dominating mechanisms vary depending on the scale, location or time of the year (Martin, 2003), e.g., the relative
importance of the biotic processes increases inversely with scale (Pinel-Alloul, 1995), because the physical processes act
naturally at different timescales than plankton growth and activity (Mahadevan, 2016). Also the local processes and ocean
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circulation operate on very different scales, making it extremely difficult to elucidate their relative contributions on particles
and plankton distributions (Kuhn et al., 2019). In the case of the patches analysed in this study, the local environmental
variables were the most crucial in the case of the fjord, where smaller spatial scale was investigated (Isfjorden), whereas the
spatial effect was privileged when the larger distance and thus wider spectrum of environments was considered (Kongsfjorden).
However, as both fjords are opened and prone to intensive Atlantic water advection, which definitely re-shapes plankton
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communities (Basedow et al., 2004; Kubiszyn et al., 2014; Skogseth et al., 2020; Trudnowska et al., 2020b), this large scale
oceanic circulation process is of importance in both studied regions. Whereas as the dominating local process the influence of
melting glaciers was clearly recognized, resulting in the recurring high particles and plankton accumulations in the innermost
glacial bays, which is typical for the summer melting period (D’Angelo et al., 2018; Kanna et al., 2018; Meire et al., 2017;
Szeligowska et al., 2020; Trudnowska et al., 2020a). Since the summertime in the Arctic is also a time of intense biological
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production and plankton activity (Kubiszyn et al., 2017; Svensen et al., 2019; Trudnowska et al., 2014), the local ecological
selection must have also been acting, playing important role in shaping the observed patchy distribution patterns and high
concentrations of plankton.
4.3 Mechanistic vs. Ecological hypothesis
Simultaneous, fine-resolution measurements of undulating sampling platforms equipped with laser counters advance

340

our so far limited insights of both the physical processes and associated biological distributions (Basedow et al., 2014;
Szeligowska et al., 2020; Trudnowska et al., 2014), and thus improve our understanding of the mechanisms included in habitat
partitioning by various fractions of particles and plankton (Currie et al., 1998; Greer et al., 2015). However, as only half of the
variation was explained by the studied explanatory variables, the considered relations turned out to be much weaker than
intuitively expected, pointing towards the interference of some other driving forces. Those were either mechanistic constraints
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that could not by detected by hydrographic measurements, or some ecological interactions that are in general immeasurable.
In a biological context, the favourable character of the local community is shaped by a great variety of aspects that determine
the type, diversity and relative availability of potential mates, food sources, predators, and competitors (Mackas et al., 1985).
The other argument towards the importance of the other, local dynamics of populations is that, again contrary to the
expectations, the development and persistence of patches was not strictly associated with the existence of strong environmental
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spatial gradients observed in both fjords. The determined by us environmental cues (temperature, salinity, chlorophyll),
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explained only 20-30% of overall studied variation. Therefore the controversially exploited statement that below 1-mm body
size “everything is everywhere, but the environment selects” (Finlay, 2002; De Wit and Bouvier, 2006) is most probably
overrating the influence of the environment. Our results show that particles and plankton are not purely dye-like passive tracers
of advection and/or local hydrographical water structuring. Moreover, as shown by differences in the correlations strengths
355

and directions between the two studied regions, it is important to note that the correlations may have only short term and local
validity.
If we were to depict the dominating source of the biological forcing, the only factors we could measure are the
chlorophyll fluorescence levels and cross-correlations among size fractions. Because only the concentrations of the Large size
fraction correlated significantly with chlorophyll just in Isfjorden, this indicates that in general the concentration hotspots of
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smaller size fractions of particles and plankton were not strictly phytoplankton-specific and that we could rather observe the
relationship between herbivorous grazers (as the Large fraction is mostly represented by Calanus copepods (Balazy et al.,
2018, 2019)) and food availability (expressed as high chlorophyll levels). The spatial compatibility of distribution patterns of
various size fractions resulted in a multi-fraction form of patches, which in general were not associated with any specific
hydrographical structure, which points towards the ecological hypothesis, e.g. in form of a mechanism of gathering in the
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concentration hotspots of the potential prey (Holliday et al., 2003). But despite the high degree of correlation between spatial
patterns of the neighbouring size fractions, the combinations of pairs/groups of the corresponding size fractions was very
variable, which indicates that under some conditions there were in force mechanisms favourable for a specific set of particles
or plankton fractions, but absolutely neutral or unfavourable for other fractions.
Regardless of the mechanisms shaping the patterns of particles and plankton patchiness, their location was not
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repeatable in subsequent years on the same transects, except for the recurring feature of high concentrations observed near
glacier fronts. The patches varied clearly among years either in terms of their position, size, shape, and structure. They occupied
the minor part of the studied water column (on average 12%, ranging from several percentages up to 25%), which is of similar
order as observed on the west Spitsbergen shelf (2-17%, (Trudnowska et al., 2016)), and in East Sound fjord in USA (12%
(Menden-Deuer, 2012), but much less than observed in St. Lawrence Estuary in Canada (80% (Currie et al., 1998).
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4.4 Size structure of particles and plankton
The trend of an increasing role of the smallest size fractions (steepening size spectra slopes) over years was consistent
in the two studied regions, at least until 2018. Such shift in plankton size structure towards the proliferating importance of Pico
fraction is now a widely recognized effect of the progressing climate warming in the Arctic (Li et al., 2009; Metfies et al.,
2016; Nöthig et al., 2015). Meanwhile, the steepest size spectra slopes observed in 2018 could be related also to some other,
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albeit various mechanisms: e.g., the resuspension of sediments or disaggregation of marine aggregates due to the stormy
weather, activity of eddies, or by the observed bloom of Phaeocystis pouchetii and high concentrations of copepods nauplii,
as observed in Isfjorden (Szeligowska et al., 2020). The observed spatial and inter-annual variability in size spectra must have
shaped different states of the pelagic communities, as probably were driven by the shifts in dominating size fractions of
18
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particles and plankton. Indeed, the switched relative roles between Pico and Nano fractions were observed in Kongsfjorden in
385

2017 in form of the preference of the Pico fraction for regenerated nitrogen and a higher proportion of the Nano fraction in the
relatively cold and turbid surface water in the inner basin (Kim et al., 2020). Differences in size structure may also indicate
differences in particles and plankton phenology, as a result of e.g., the seasonal succession from larger diatoms to smaller
dinoflagellates, meroplankton blooms or different developmental stage composition of the dominating copepods (Balazy et
al., 2019; Szeligowska et al., 2020; White et al., 2015).
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We expected that the planktonic food web structure inside the glacial fjord will be clearly different from the one
outside, as often observed in Arctic regimes (Tang et al. 2011), but size spectra approach applied in this study does not confirm
so. Moreover, an effect of the glacial/riverine inputs on the laser-derived size spectra in comparison to the offshore waters was
much weaker than expected and observed in other studies (Trudnowska et al., 2014, 2020a; Xi et al., 2014). The observed
higher variability in particle size distribution over time than over space was indicated also by others (D’Angelo et al., 2018;
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Jouon et al., 2008; Szeligowska et al., 2020), which suggests that particles remain similar over relatively large spatial scales,
but differentiate with years and/or seasons.
The other interesting feature to analyse is the relation between abundance and body size and its role played in
determining the formation of patches. The observed by us extension of the patches of the smaller size fractions was frequently
much wider than of the larger ones, which agrees with the rule that dispersal scales show a negative correlation with body size,
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where less abundant large-bodied communities have significantly shorter dispersal scales than more abundant small-bodied
plankton (Villarino 2018). We observed also a clear negative trend between size and all the indices of spatial heterogeneity
applied, where the smaller the size fraction the higher the crowding/patchiness index was, implying that not only the spatial
extension is wider for smaller fractions, but also their gathering rates are greater.
4.5 Patch structure
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As shown by the very first studies of patchiness, the abundance patch does not necessarily coincide with the same
compositional patch, as it may be formed either by a bloom of a different species or a group of species (Mackas, 1984),
resulting in a taxonomically heterogeneous patches (Greer et al., 2016). We may only assume that the observed by us patches
differed compositionally, basing on highly different parameters describing size spectra of particles and plankton within the
patches, even of the same size fractions, and our general ecological knowledge of the plankton composition observed during
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summer in studied regions. The planktonic dominants representing the particular size fractions may vary in both studied regions
depending on the year and season, but typically dinoflagellates (Bhaskar et al., 2020) or diatoms (Piwosz et al., 2009) dominate
the summer community structures of protists in Kongsfjord, while Phaeocystis pouchetii dominate in Isfjord (Kubiszyn et al.,
2017), together with Cryptophytes and Ciliates (Szeligowska et al., 2020). Zooplankton in turn is mainly dominated in both
fjords by copepods, such as Oithona and Calanus (Gluchowska et al., 2016; Hop and Wiencke, 2019; Szeligowska et al., 2020;
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Trudnowska et al., 2020b). Phytoplankton patches are expected to be more monospecific than zooplankton ones (Mackas,
1984). Also the spatial patterns are different between patches of phytoplankton and zooplankton (Mackas et al., 1985), and
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between different size classes of those (Kuhn et al., 2019; Trudnowska et al., 2016), which may explain why we observed
different distribution patterns of various size fractions (e.g. the Pico fraction was mostly confined to the upper few meters
while having wide horizontal distribution, whereas the Micro and Small fraction patches extended frequently over wide vertical
420

ranges, but had much smaller horizontal range).
Among the fundamental problems facing studies of patchiness are concerns how to properly detect, designate, define
and describe individual patches. While the first two challenges are now well resolved by new in situ technologies and
calculation possibilities, the portrayal of the patches has mostly been limited to the information about the particles or plankton
concentrations and spatial extension of those hot spots (Brentnall et al., 2003; Greer et al., 2016; Pinel-Alloul, 1995;
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Trudnowska et al., 2016), and assumed a circular patch structure to calculate patch area and other properties (Currie et al.,
1998). Hence, so far we know almost nothing about the internal structure of the patches! Inspired by the comment that patches
observed at a given spatial resolution may, on examination at a higher resolution, be seen to be patchy themselves so that there
may be a kind of hierarchy within patches (Pinel-Alloul, 1995), we analysed each patch individually, by focusing on the
isolated patches and ‘mapping’ their internal structures. Even though some older observations imply that plankton is totally
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randomly distributed within patches (Currie et al., 1998), in most cases we could clearly depict the core (kernel density) of
particular patches. Consequently, we propose a novel classification of patches, depending on their shape the location of their
cores (either in the central part, in the corner or at the border).
Even though no clear trends between the types of the patches and the studied parameters emerged, we do encourage
further studies to test if the type of the patch determines its origin, fate, role, or functionality. The interesting spectrum of the
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observed shapes of the particles and plankton patches may be the result of both the active gathering types of the planktonic
organisms (e.g., Rosette, Diamond, Triangle, Flare), by the hydrographical structuring (e.g., Belt, Flag), or the irregularities in
the water velocity, which may stretch/squeeze, twist and distort them in many various ways (e.g., Fingers) (Mackas et al.,
1985). While the horizontal thin layers (up to few meters thickness and horizontal extensions overs many kilometres) are
among the best studied patchy forms (McManus et al., 2005), typically containing densities far greater than those above or
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below the layer (Dekshenieks et al., 2001; Durham and Stocker, 2012), the observed by us thin vertical layers (narrow
horizontally, by vertically extended over the studied water column depth range, such as Belt and Flag types), are something
not reported so far, most probably specific to the waters near glacier fronts. The observation that particles and plankton
organisms are variously organized in space, both in the ocean and within their individual aggregations, opens a new avenue
for our understanding of the mechanisms governing those ‘cells of matter and life’. Determining the processes that mediate
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the co-occurrence of particles, protists, and zooplankton will help assess impacts of patchiness on the marine food webs and
geophysics.
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